Giving Voice to Griselda: Radical Reimaginings of a Medieval Tale*
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In recent decades, scholars of medieval literature have increasingly turned their attention to post-medieval interpretations and adaptations of medieval texts, including editions and adaptations of Chaucer’s works. Numerous studies, such as those by Steve Ellis and Stephanie Trigg, consider the ways in which authors have reimagined and responded to Chaucer’s corpus, from the Early Modern period to the present, in various media.¹ Similarly, Candace Barrington and Jonathan Hsy are expanding critical awareness of Chaucer’s dissemination in other cultures through the public nature of their Global Chaucers project.² Their growing online database of post-1945 and non-Anglophone adaptations of the poet’s works suggests that his influence is considerably more widespread than previously understood. Other studies, including those by David Matthews, Velma Bourgeois Richmond, and Mary Flower Braswell, examine adaptations and editions of Chaucer’s

* I am grateful to my colleagues Elyssa Warkentin, Sheila Christie, and Kathy Cawsey for their comments on this project at various stages, as well as to the Studies in Medievalism editorial readers, who provided helpful feedback during the revision process.

¹ Steve Ellis, Chaucer at Large: The Poet in the Modern Imagination, Medieval Cultures 24 (London and Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2000); Stephanie Trigg, Congenial Souls: Reading Chaucer from Medieval to Postmodern, Medieval Cultures 30 (London and Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2002). Other notable studies on Chaucer and his influence exist, including Rewriting Chaucer: Culture, Authority and the Idea of the Authentic Text 1400–1602, ed. Tom Prendergast and Barbara Kline (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1999); Tom Prendergast, Chaucer’s Dead Body: From Corpse to Corpus (New York: Routledge, 2004); and Candace Barrington, American Chaucers (New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2007).

works aimed at primarily child readers during the Victorian and Edwardian periods, and highlight the now well-known adaptors Charles Cowden Clarke (1787–1877) and Mary Eliza Haweis (1848–98). Such studies often herald the volumes by Clarke and Haweis as forerunners of the nineteenth- and early twentieth-century popular editions of Chaucer’s works, and Haweis in particular receives frequent acclaim as an early and potentially proto-feminist female adaptor. According to Siân Echard, Haweis’s *Chaucer for Children* (1877) provided for turn-of-the-century audiences a “tantalizing” alternative to more traditional editions of Chaucer’s works through its textual commentary, which articulates dissatisfaction with the medieval poet’s portrayal of female figures.

Critics, however, frequently overlook writers who adapted and published individual Chaucerian narratives outside of the more familiar and frequently moralizing male-narrated framework of editions or collections, primarily of *The Canterbury Tales*. They also almost entirely overlook female writers prior to Haweis whose adaptations are progressive, even radical, in their treatment of women. This essay introduces one such neglected writer – Eleanora Louisa Hervey (née Montagu; 1811–1903) – and her poetic responses to the Griselda story, including post-medieval editions of Chaucer’s *Clerk’s Tale* that were popular in the middle decades of the nineteenth century. Hervey published two unique adaptations of the medieval tale. The first, “Griseldis, with her Children” (1850), appeared in one of the foremost publications of the era, *The Athenaeum: Journal of English and Foreign Literature, Science, and the*


4 Echard points out that Haweis’s illustrations of the Madonna-like Griselda do not match the bluntness of her narrative, which “tells a horrific story […] in which children are apparently murdered.” *Printing the Middle Ages*, 130. Echard also highlights Haweis’s commentary on Griselda’s behavior, in which she suggests “such submission in a woman of the present civilization would be rather mischievous than meritorious. If a modern wife cheerfully consented to the murder of her children by her spouse, she would probably be consigned to a maison de santé, while her husband expiated her sins on the scaffold.” Quoted in Echard, *Printing the Middle Ages*, 132.
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Fine Arts; the second, “Griselda” (1869), appeared in Hervey’s volume Our Legends and Lives: A Gift for All Seasons.

Hervey diverges from the mainstream interpretations of Griselda and her story, and presents instead a radical, proto-feminist retelling. Although she participates in the Chaucerian branch of Victorian medievalism, she boldly rejects canonical and more widely known versions of the tale. In short, she eradicates the framework within which Griselda’s story traditionally appears. The majority of the medieval versions, for instance, relay the story through a male narrator: Boccaccio, in The Decameron, assigns her tale to his last male story-teller, Dioneo; Petrarch, in A Fable of Wifely Obedience and Devotion, presents it within an epistolary narrative guided by his own voice; and Chaucer, in The Canterbury Tales, has his Clerk convey and comment upon her story.5 Later adaptors and editors follow this pattern. Charles Cowden Clarke, for example, embeds Griselda’s story within the larger, moralizing

discourse of his *Tales from Chaucer* (1833), explaining his hope that child readers “might become wise and good by example of the sweet and kind creatures” they will encounter in his text, such as Griselda.6

Hervey, however, favors the female voice. No male narrator guides the reader, and no male interlocutor provides introductory or moralizing discourse on the story’s content. Only one voice appears throughout the poem, that of Grisledis.7 Hervey uniquely reimagines Griselda’s story from a female perspective, and, in doing so, presents a negative view of male authority and patriarchal social structures. She sharply critiques the heavily polarized views of women popular in the Victorian period, that they are either angels or monsters, which recall similar dichotomous views from the medieval period of women as either virgins or whores.

This politicization of Griselda’s tale derives directly from Hervey’s professional and personal experiences. Not only was she a female writer in a male-dominated profession, but also – through her marriage to Thomas Kibble Hervey (1799–1859) and his connections to *The Athenaeum* – she was immersed in an active and critical literary circle, one greatly shaped by the reformist politics of the day. Hervey’s later widowhood likewise impacts her writing. Her status as a widow and as the sole provider for her family contributes to the revisions her Griselda poem underwent for publication in *Our Legends and Lives*, a volume in which she expresses explicit concern for control over her previously published works and in which she criticizes publishers who have printed these works without her permission. Hervey’s concerns about her own authorial autonomy link her directly to her subject.

The following discussion thus explores how Hervey employs Griselda in texts geared toward adult, female, and child readers, as well as the different media and contexts within which she presents her adaptations of this medieval figure. Further, through its examination of Hervey’s unique and proto-feminist retellings, it provides new perspectives on how writers and audiences in the nineteenth century received, reimagined, and appropriated


7  In this she aligns herself closely with contemporary female writers such as Elizabeth Barrett Browning, whose “The Complaint of Annelida to False Arcite” (1841) is an adaptation of Chaucer’s *Anelida and Arcite* (1380–87). Barrett Browning removes from this poem the male-narrated framework of Chaucer’s original, and focuses primarily on Anelida’s voice and complaint.
this medieval figure and her story. It also simultaneously restores a “forgotten and neglected” female author to the public and academic realms.8

In the 1850 “Griseldis, with her Children” (Appendix A), Hervey condenses the story of Griselda into a narrative of fifty-six lines: a brief poem of fourteen quatrains, each quatrain consisting of two rhyming couplets with the rhyme scheme \(aabb\). The poem has two parts, with eight quatrains in the first part and six in the second, and takes the form of a dramatic monologue, a genre popular in the Romantic and Victorian periods that emphasizes the viewpoint of a single speaker at a moment crucial to the speaker’s story. The title of the poem’s first part, “Griseldis, The Childless,” announces Hervey’s emphasis on her protagonist’s experience of loss and foregrounds a key element of the narrative with which readers familiar with the story would be aware: a husband’s cruel testing of his wife through the abduction and supposed murder of their children.

From the poem’s opening lines, Hervey’s Griseldis appears as a figure of perpetual mourning. Loss and grief impair her will to live, as well as her view of herself, and she informs readers of her imminent demise:

Sound, sound again the muffled bell, – toll for another dead,
And heap – heap high, the coals of fire – not ashes – on my head!
Ye have mocked me with my patience; – let no more such incense rise.

For here, of women most accursed, the lost Griseldis lies! (1–4)

The sound imagery of these lines evokes the very funeral dirge they represent, and announces that the poem is, in fact, Griseldis’s self-crafted eulogy, a lament for her life and for her choices. The stanza’s repeated “s” sound, created through initial and internal alliteration, mimics the hiss of flames as a fire is stoked or fed fuel. The emphasis on fire or flames likewise highlights Griseldis’s negative view of herself. As she faces her mortal end, the speaker self-identifies not just as a sinner, but also as a soul fully deserving and fully desirous of the fires of hell. She sees herself as someone for whom redemption does not exist, and she willingly faces her fate, even if it is worse than her grim existence in the earthly realm.

8 The author borrows this expression from Alan Lupack and Barbara Tepa Lupack, who, in their discussion of Hervey’s Arthurian work *The Feasts of Camelot and the Tales that Were Told There* (1863, 1877), identify the poet as one of the “forgotten and neglected” female authors “who never achieved canonical status or whose Arthurian works, by deviating from convention, place them outside the main tradition.” *Arthurian Literature by Women*, ed., Alan Lupack and Barbara Tepa Lupack (New York and London: Garland, 1999), 3.
Griseldis welcomes death and demands for herself the tolling bell and the funeral pyre, burial rituals that would not go unnoticed by her audience. Indeed, Hervey’s poem has strong overtones of Robert Browning’s “The Bishop Orders his Tomb at Saint Praxed’s Church Rome, 15 –” (1845), one of the most famous dramatic monologues of the period. Browning’s Bishop, like Hervey’s Griseldis, lies on his deathbed “dying by degrees” (11) and entreats his children to approach him as he fades from the earth. He also repeatedly instructs those he leaves behind to memorialize him through an elaborate tomb and epitaph, the material replacements for his decaying physical body.9 As Michael Wheeler explains, during the Victorian period, “highly conventionalized social customs and funerary rituals eased the transition from the deathbed to the bed that is the grave.”10 Funerary rituals formalized and commemorated all aspects of an individual’s passing, from confession and the last visit, to the funeral procession and burial itself, “giving shape and thus possibly some meaning” to death.11 Against more traditional deathbed scenes or funerary practices, Griseldis’s requests are unusual. By denying herself burial or a resting place such as the tomb Browning’s Bishop requests, Griseldis deprives herself of the type of meaning and memorialization typically associated with Christian funerary rituals. Death will thus erase all vestiges of her physical presence from the earth, as she leaves behind no material or human (children) reminder of her existence. She clearly sees herself as an ultimate sinner and social outsider, one worthy only of a non-Christian burial, cremation.12

9 In the Victorian period, as Prendergast explains, monuments or memorials functioned as “material replacements for the lost body” of the deceased. Browning’s Bishop, for instance, initially requests a “slab of basalt” (25) with “nine columns round me, two and two” in “Peach-blossom marble” (27, 29), but then later demands “antique-black” (54), along with a “bas-relief in bronze” (56). See Prendergast, *Chaucer’s Dead Body*, 75, and Browning, “The Bishop Orders His Tomb at St. Praxed’s Church,” in *The Works of Robert Browning*, ed. F. G. Kenyon, 10 vols. (London: Smith, Elder, & Co., 1912), 4: 125–28.


11 As Wheeler explains:

Social and literary conventions relating to the deathbed included the visit from a doctor or priest, the presence of a loving attendant to whom a dying confession could be made or of a family on whom a dying blessing could be bestowed, the laying out of a corpse in a darkened room, the “last visit” of the bereaved, and the closing of the coffin. Those associated with the grave included the funeral procession, the funeral itself, the burial, the erection of a memorial stone, and subsequent visits to the grave made by the bereaved. These conventions formalized the different stages of death and bereavement, giving shape and thus possibly some meaning to a transitional phase between one state and another.


12 Mary Elizabeth Hotz notes that cremation was a focal point for Victorian social and political reformers and became an increasingly popular choice in the last two decades of the nineteenth century, even though the Cremation Act itself was not passed in England
The second stanza shifts the narrative’s focus to its medieval origins. Griseldis, reflecting upon her youth, describes her former self:

I was a shepherd’s daughter, and I used to watch the fold
At eve beside a little cairn upon a lonely wold;
And I wept to see the new-yeaned lambs how close they lay at rest
’Neath the parent breath that fanned them like a soft wind from the west. (5–8)

These images, especially the references to an isolated, rural setting and to the act of shepherding, contribute to the nostalgic and pastoral feel of the stanza, and to the sense that Griseldis’s past life was simpler and happier than her current existence. Further, these lines paint an idyllic scene highly evocative of the world that Chaucer’s protagonist inhabits, and align Griseldis with the most famous shepherd of all, Christ. Hervey reinforces Griseldis’s connection to both the medieval tale and the divine when she links her protagonist to the Marian figure. Like Chaucer’s Grisilde, who “A few sheepe, spynynge, on feeld she kepte; / [and] wolde noght been ydel til she slepte” (IV, 223–24), Hervey’s speaker spends her time tending the flock. As Larry D. Benson notes, Grisilde’s activities align her closely to the Virgin, who was “often pictured both as a shepherdess and as a spinner.” Hervey’s emphasis on shepherding extends this alignment to her Griseldis, and the combined focus on her purity, industriousness, and maternity marks her as an example of the “domestic angel” who provided for Victorians a secular descendant of the medieval Catholic Madonna. Yet the poem’s sudden movement to a pastoral setting underscores the contrast between the first and second stanzas, subtly reminding readers that despite moments of similitude this poem is not the tale with which they are familiar. Likewise, the reference to


All citations of Chaucer’s works indicate fragment and line numbers.


“In the Middle Ages […] mankind’s great teacher of purity was the Virgin Mary. […] For the more secular nineteenth century, however, the eternal type of female purity was represented not by a madonna in heaven but by an angel in the house. Nevertheless, there is a clear line of literary descent from divine Virgin to domestic angel, passing through (among many others) Dante, Milton, and Goethe.” See Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar, The Madwoman in the Attic: The Woman Writer and the Nineteenth-Century Literary Imagination, 2nd edn (New Haven, CT, and London: Yale University Press, 2000), 20.
the cairn, itself a symbol of death, recalls the protagonist’s opening eulogy and her utter despair.

The second stanza also identifies the major theme of Hervey’s poem—motherhood—and establishes the standard by which Griseldis judges her own behavior. Motherhood, in Griseldis’s view, consists primarily of the nurturing and protection of one’s young, and her experiences as a shepherdess expose her to what she considers the paragon of mothering in the natural world. She notes the tender and protective manner with which the ewes treat the lambs, and renders their relationship sublime. The ewes are as gentle with the lambs as is a soft breeze upon their fleece. Griseldis idealizes both the pastoral setting of her past and its associated depiction of motherhood, and, through her self-identification as a shepherd’s daughter, aligns herself with these nurturing figures. She sees herself, in youth, as a maternal figure of purity and love. This is a far cry from the despairing sinner of the poem’s opening.

Griseldis’s contemplation of motherhood continues in the third stanza, where she emphasizes the connection between instinctual behavior and correct or appropriate mothering. “Motherhood,” she declares, “is strong as life” (9). That is, for the female of a species the urge to mother is as strong as the very instinct to live. Further, this urge is “strongest in the least, / [and] findeth out sweet channels in the poor four-footed beast” (9–10), in the creatures or beasts that lack the capacity of reason accessible to humans. Drawing again on the example of her sheep, Griseldis explains how the ewe’s instinct to mother is so strong that it “giveth suck to the strange kid if it waileth for its dam” (11). The protection and survival of the lamb, even if not one of its own, is the most important thing for the ewe, demonstrating that instinctual behavior is natural, perfect even, when connected to motherhood. Griseldis, though, falls short of the example she presents, and emphasizes this point by aligning one of her own children with the lambs. She confesses to her audience: “But I, my bird to the kite I gave and to the wolf my lamb” (12). Rather than protect her young, as do the ewes the lambs, she relinquishes the care of her children to a known predator. The instincts to nurture and to protect are more manifest in the lesser beings of her flock than they are in her, a member of the human species. Her sin is thus twofold: she sins because she acts against her instincts and gives away her children, and she sins because as a rational being she should know better than to do so. Griseldis becomes, in her own eyes, a monster because she fails as a mother and as a human being. Here, then, is the root of her anguish.

Griseldis’s belief that her decisions and actions result in the loss of her children’s lives persists in the following two stanzas, which recount her transition from shepherdess to wife. She explains that upon meeting her husband, she “took him for [her] lord” (15) and “left the young sheep bleating and the cottage by the fold” (16). Hervey’s use of the verbs “took” and “left” empha-
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size her speaker’s sense of agency, while the bleating of the lambs, a sound that evokes a sense of distress, reinforces the identification of Griseldis as an unnatural being ill-suited to motherhood. Through language, Hervey renders Griseldis’s marriage an active abandonment of both her former self and the first children for which she was responsible, the sheep. She also foreshadows the later abandonment of the human children that occurs when Griseldis acquiesces to her husband’s demands and allows them to be removed from her care and purportedly killed.

However, Hervey ultimately suggests that her protagonist’s agency is an illusion. She draws attention to the complex and contradictory reality of married life for Victorian women when Griseldis declares that in the act of marriage she “vowed obedience” (20). As a woman under the legal doctrine of coverture, like her medieval counterpart, she must subordinate her will first to that of her father and then to that of her husband. The legal doctrine of coverture, as Ben Griffin explains, extended from the medieval period well into the nineteenth century, and even mid-century, “married women had no independent legal identity in the eyes of the law: husband and wife were deemed to be one person, and that person was the husband.” Indeed, “It is the will of the two men, not the will of the daughter, that counts.” Regardless of how culpable Griseldis believes herself to be, by performing her duties as a wife – by being the obedient and virtuous domestic angel – she dooms herself to failure as a mother. While one of her primary roles as a wife is to provide heirs for her husband, in order to achieve wifely obedience she must abandon her instincts as a mother. In the patriarchal system, male (and therefore supposedly rational) authority supersedes female instinct (emotion or passion), and marriage (obedience to the husband) is the ultimate undoing of the female figure.

Griseldis bemoans her union and the misery that it brings, for married life is a life without relief, a loveless life of darkness. She declares that, since marrying, “No cool draught [...] these parching lips have touched in all the land” (14), and describes the ensuing years as “the darkest ever womanhood beheld” (17). Grief overcomes Griseldis, and she slowly forgets how to love: “the shaft of love was shivered, and the shriek of anguish quelled: / I sometimes think my brain swam round in that sorrow-flood” (18–19). The nurturing young shepherdess disappears, and the resultant domestic figure becomes increasingly passive and silent, unable to act or to voice her discontent and grief. Additionally, the prominent “s” sound of these lines patterns itself after the poem’s opening stanza, reconnecting the speaker to

the flames of the funeral pyre. Griseldis, it seems, was fated for such a death the moment she married.

Hervey’s treatment of the key male figures in the story, Griseldis’s husband and father, reinforces her criticism of patriarchal authority and increases the distance between her poem and its literary antecedents. Specifically, Hervey drastically minimizes her individualization of the male characters. In “Griseldis, with her Children,” the husband and father are both nameless and voiceless. The use of the dramatic monologue form eradicates any perspective other than that of Griselda, and eliminates any chance for the reader to experience a nuanced encounter with the male figures. As such, they signify a type of every-husband or every-father, and operate more broadly as critiques of all male authority within the patriarchal system. Only their actions speak for them, and these actions are cruel.

The opening line of stanza four provides a staccato list of verbs that emphasize the scopophilic nature of the husband’s gaze. Griseldis tells readers, “He came – he stopped – he saw me with the pitcher in my hand” (13). The husband-to-be does not dwell upon his future wife’s patient and virtuous character, a detail central especially to the medieval narratives by Chaucer and Petrarch. Instead, a voyeuristic perspective that emphasizes only the external, physical appearance of the woman replaces the concern for female industriousness and humility. Hervey’s narrative, in this instance, evokes Boccaccio’s story more than any other medieval source, building upon the husband Gualtieri’s realization that his wife-to-be is “very beautiful,” and his thought that “a life with her would have much to commend it.” Further, the verbs through which Hervey recounts this scene underscore the male gaze’s complete objectification of Griseldis, undermining any previous sense of female agency within the narrative.

Hervey’s depiction of Griseldis’s father, an original and striking addition to the tale, increases the objectification of the female figure. Griseldis explains to her audience that, as she departed from the shepherd’s cottage for her new life, her father “clutched his gold” (15). This gold, which passes from husband to father, identifies marriage as an entirely economic transaction, one that renders the female body a commodity to be bought and sold at the whim of men. Unlike Chaucer’s Janicula or Petrarch’s Janicola, both of whom express considerable emotion concerning Griselda’s condition, Hervey’s father figure is an emotionless shell. In Chaucer’s Clerk’s Tale, for instance, when the Marquis puts his wife aside, Janicula, echoing Job, “curseth” (IV, 902) his existence, and then escorts his daughter home “ful sorwefully wepynge” (IV, 914).

18 Boccaccio, The Decameron, 785.
19 Janicula “Curseth the day and tyme that Nature / Shoop hum to been a lyves creature” (IV, 902–3), echoes Job 3:3: “Let the day perish wherein I was born, and the night in
Griseldis's father expresses no such concern for his daughter's well-being. Rather, by clutching his money, he demonstrates only his greed. Hervey's critique of the male objectification of women, like other aspects of her poem, recalls Browning's “The Bishop,” in which the dying Bishop repeatedly refers to the long-dead mother of his children as an object to be gazed upon and desired, as something that earned him the envy of his rival, Gandolf. He describes her, for instance, as “fair” (5, 125), a “True peach, / Rosy and flawless” (32–33), and, significantly, as “the prize” (33). Likewise, in Hervey's poem, men view women as objects to be acquired, nothing more.

Hervey confirms male culpability and the powerless state of the female through her protagonist’s exclamation, “I have vowed obedience, and the bond was sealed – in blood!” (20). This line, which evokes the cultural practice in which blood on the marriage-bed sheets proves both consummation of the relationship and the virginity of the bride, links the death of Griseldis's children explicitly to wifehood and to female submissiveness. It suggests that Griseldis's bride-price extends beyond the gold that her father clutches, even beyond her maidenhead. For Griseldis, marriage costs her the lives of her children, as well as the ability to act or speak as a woman, especially as a mother.

The remaining stanzas of the poem's first part return to Griseldis's understanding of motherhood as instinctual and as part of the natural world. Once again, she contrasts her own behavior to that of the sheep in the fold, drawing on the previously established link between the pastoral and the divine when she declares that she seeks her (human) children in the “pasture-lands” (22). The inhabitants of this space, those creatures she has already identified as the paragon of motherhood, become “angels true to motherhood, whose robes are God's own light” (23). Mothers, she suggests, do God's work when they fulfill their natural role: they protect their young, just as Christ protects his followers (his flock). Griseldis, however, fears she cannot share in God's light. As a sinner – as a mother who fails to protect her young – she denies herself the right to such bliss. Griseldis even fears that her sins will prevent reunion with her children in the afterlife. The angels, she declares, the sheep that embody motherly perfection, “Would meet my step on heaven's floor, and shut me from your sight” (24).

Griseldis further diminishes her motherhood by suggesting that lower life forms such as insects are more successful parents than she is:

The Ant, that airiest thing that haunts the meadows circling rings,
To do her mother-task assigned rends off her very wings, –

which it was said: A manchild is conceived.” Benson, “Explanatory Notes,” in The Riverside Chaucer, 883.
But I, to whom a holier sense and higher gifts were given,
The wings that I have torn away had wafted me to heaven.
(25–28)

Personal pain and suffering are less important to this insect than its responsibilities to its unborn young, and, to fulfill its reproductive duties, the ant readily mutilates its own body. Not so Griseldis, who contrasts herself directly to the ant. Despite being human, and therefore the supposed greater of the two species, Griseldis acts unnaturally: she tears off her wings (her children) when instead she should protect them. She fails to fulfill the natural and necessary motherly duties that normally would earn her a place in heaven.

The concluding stanza of the first part reinforces the grim tone of the opening stanza while it simultaneously reminds the audience that this narrative is entirely removed from other versions of the story with which they are familiar, medieval and post-medieval. Specifically, it maintains Griseldis’s belief that her children no longer live, and it erases the family reunion with which the medieval authors and their redactors conclude the tale. As she faces her demise, Griseldis seeks comfort through an imagined reunion with her dead children:

Close round me now in spirit while I yield me to my rest;
Kiss – clasp me, if ye may, – that I may feel at last in death
The phantom of that joy which died when ye gave up your breath! (30–32)

Here, Hervey subtly evokes the language of Chaucer’s text, specifically the reunion scene in which Grisilde repeatedly swoons as if dead and clasps her children so fiercely that it is only “with greet sleighte and greet difficultee” (IV, 1102) that they emerge from her embrace. As Barry Windeatt suggests, “a swoon distinguishes itself from other reactions to feelings or events by

---


21 I am extremely grateful to the comments received on these lines via the VICTORIA listserv, specifically those made by Herbert Tucker, Michael Wolff, and Clemence Schultze. I am also grateful to my colleague Elyssa Warkentin for her assistance in soliciting their comments.

22 Chaucer describes Grisilde’s swoons at IV, 1079, 1087, and 1099–1100. During the latter swoon, she “so sadly [tightly] holdeth” (IV, 1100) her children that they have difficulty disentangling themselves from her.
being such an absolute response that further ability to think and feel is temporarily overpowered.” In short, a swoon is akin to death in that it is a suspension of life and action. Griseldis, on her deathbed, occupies a suspended state, hovering between life and death. Further, the intensity of Griseldis’s outcry parallels the silence of her medieval predecessor, whose swoons would denote to a medieval audience the overwhelming power of her emotional response.

This scene reminds readers that the memorialization Hervey’s protagonist desires diverges from Victorian practices by playing upon the motif of the last visit between the dying and the bereaved, a moment that should bring closure and comfort. As an imagined experience, Griseldis’s reunion fails to fulfill this traditional consolatory goal. It also increases the distance between Hervey’s narrative and its antecedents. Instead of providing resolution through reunion and comfort, Hervey highlights Griseldis’s joyless life and her failure to protect her young, and presents her children’s deaths as real rather than imagined. The only moment of relief occurs when Griseldis, in death, finds the voice she lacks in life, and can finally give shape to her loss.

The title of the poem’s second part, “Griseldis, With her Children,” suggests to its audience a turn in the narrative that should align it more closely with the widely known medieval and Victorian versions in which Griselda reunites with her family. Yet despite its evocation of such a turn, the second part reinforces a reading of Hervey’s adaptation as an entirely different narrative. It also confirms her intent to eradicate resolution. Reunion, when it happens, brings no love or joy, for Griseldis and her children are capable of neither. Drawing again upon images of the natural world, Griseldis compares her children to flora, although this time she does not evoke the idyllic, pastoral world that features earlier in the poem and in the medieval tales. Instead, she compares her children to the plant life of a neglected garden. She likens her children to buds that have not fully bloomed, and suggests that because of the damage previously done to them they never will. When she embraces the children, she notes how loosely their arms “twine” (39) around her, “like tendrils long since riven from a crushed and trampled vine” (40). The tendrils, her children, cannot help their current almost lifeless condition because the larger plant from which they stem, their mother, is equally damaged. To reach its potential, plant life, like the lambs in the fold, requires nurture; Griseldis’s relationship with her children, though, what she refers to as “Nature’s […] bond” (52), is beyond repair. Reunion only perpetuates her sense of loss.

---

24 These lines recall Shakespeare’s King Lear, which similarly focuses on the bond between
Upon meeting her children, Griseldis notes in them the very darkness that characterizes her own existence. She describes them as “shadowy forms” (33) with eyes “cold and passionless and lids without a tear” (35), and says that their faces remind her of her own upon her wedding day (36). A loveless marriage, she suggests, creates loveless children, especially if the mother subordinates the needs of her children to the needs of her husband. Griseldis even reads her guilt in the children’s faces:

Your glances say I slew you; and alas! ye seem to stand
All shrinking and in horror – though no blood is on my hand; –
There may be other pangs as keen from which no power can save,
But these are as sharp thorns to bind the turf upon my grave.
(45–48)

That her children live makes Griseldis no less culpable. By neglecting her responsibilities as a mother, she condemned her children to emotional and psychological deaths, if not to physical ones. Her reference to thorns, which evokes the Christ figure once again, reminds the reader that she views herself as a sinner and suggests that the condition of her children is a burden she must bear, in and beyond death.

The poem’s final stanzas suggest that reunion is an anticlimactic ending, but one appropriate for the ills of Griseldis’s life. She concludes that while “life hath no more sweetness left,” death also “has no more sting” (50). The knowledge that her children live provides a degree of comfort, for she no longer fears being barred from their sight in the afterlife, and, although she still welcomes death, she does so now for a different reason. She beseeches her children to embrace her in hopes that close contact in her final moments will engender in them at least one fond memory of their mother. She hopes that, perhaps, because of such a moment, “The blossoms and the stricken tree shall grow together yet” (54). The poem’s closing lines voice her dying wish: “And the sweets that failed me living shall cleave to me in my fall,
/ As the bind-flower to the bramble and the moss-root to the wall” (56). Although she still sees herself as a sinner (like Adam and Eve, she falls, or parents and their children, as well as on natural and unnatural behaviors. The motif of the natural bond informs the relationships between Gloucester and his sons, Edgar and Edmund, but is most prominent in Lear’s relationships with his daughters, Cordelia, Goneril, and Regan. For instance, when Lear queries how much his daughters love him, Cordelia responds that she does so “According to [her] bond; no more nor less” (1.1.90). Lear, dissatisfied with her response, disowns his daughter, a folly that ultimately leads to the loss of his children, most especially of Cordelia, as well as to the loss of his own self and life. William Shakespeare, _The Tragedy of King Lear: The Folio Text_, in _The Norton Shakespeare: Tragedies_, 2nd edn, ed. Stephen Greenblatt et al. (New York and London: Norton, 2008), 587.
Giving Voice to Griselda

Griseldis hopes that in death she can accomplish what she could not in life: to teach her children to love and to bond with others, including herself. In doing so, she may find redemption.

Hervey’s narrative is a radical departure from its literary antecedents, and, from the outset, she rejects the framework and male narrator or guide of more widely known versions of the tale. She also refuses readers the ending that they would anticipate: the resolution offered by the medieval texts and their adaptations. What she offers is a new reading of Griselda’s story, one that emphasizes the female perspective and female experience, and that renders maternity and female emotion superior to male or patriarchal authority. Consequently, Hervey both aligns herself with and takes up the challenge presented by Chaucer’s Wife of Bath, who questions how representations of men and women would differ if written by the latter gender. Indeed, Hervey’s depiction of male figures fulfills the Wife’s prediction that if women wrote texts, “They wolde han write of men moore wikkednesse / Than al the mark of Adam may redresse” (III, 701–2).

These changes allow Hervey, as a writer and as a woman, to explore Griseldis’s passivity and her complicity in the abduction and supposed murder of her children, along with the effects this passivity has on her emotional and psychological states. They also simultaneously allow her to gesture to the inadequacy of the more widely known medieval and post-medieval versions of the story, those told by male authors and editors, to represent women and female experiences. Hervey thus fashions her Griselda, to a degree, after Chaucer’s Wife. As Theresa Tinkle suggests, “Chaucer clearly designs his feminine persona [Alison] to engage unsettled contemporary debates […] The persona allows [him] to enter the debates behind a mask.” Although Tinkle’s point concerns primarily Chaucer’s engagement with debates surrounding “vernacular scripture and lay hermeneutics,” the point transfers readily to the current argument. What matters is Chaucer’s construction of a female character through which he engages in debates that ultimately concern women in society, and his use of the voice of that female figure to challenge established beliefs and practices.

Hervey does no less with her Griseldis. The dramatic monologue form especially allows her to explore more fully the conflicts between the roles of mother and wife that women were expected to fulfill in Victorian society,

---

25 This is not to say that each medieval writer does not problematize his tale’s conclusion. Indeed, all accounts are fraught with moral issues. However, these accounts ultimately restore the familial and social structures that order the societies of the respective tales.


and to critique the socially prescribed gender roles and behaviors that relegate women to the domestic sphere and demand that they be saint-like paragons of virtue. In particular, she criticizes the obedience a woman must show her father and especially her husband, for her protagonist’s success in this area leads to her “deep sorrow-flood” (19), the loss of her children. Hervey’s reimagining of Griselda and her story subverts gender stereotypes that negatively associate women with emotion and instinct. Griseldis’s words suggest that motherhood derives from natural and instinctual behaviors, and that such emotions are positive experiences to be embraced rather than denied. Hervey sees patriarchal and economic systems of power that rely upon the maintenance of gendered social roles as ultimately to blame for Griseldis’s condition. Such systems, which put women “totally under the control of their husbands, who manag[e] their money and determin[e] the lives of their children,” pit wifehood against motherhood, with disastrous results.28 Indeed, Griseldis’s description of her loss suggests that her children’s lives are meaningless to her husband and that her life equals nothing more than monetary gain for her father. In her eyes, negative appetites and desires drive these men; consequently, she and her children suffer.

Initially, the 1869 “Griselda” (Appendix B) appears to be a carbon copy of “Griseldis, with her Children.” The poem maintains Hervey’s eradication of the masculine framing narrative, as well as the earlier poem’s criticisms of patriarchy and the entrenched gender roles and stereotypes upon which it relies. In fact, with the exception of minor word-swaps and a few changes to punctuation, the second version reproduces most of the original poem’s first part, “Griseldis, the Childless.” Word changes occur in line 1 (“once more” for “again”), line 16 (“wold” for “fold”), and line 24 (“bar me” for “shut”), but the language of stanzas 1 through 6 is otherwise unchanged. Several minor alterations to punctuation likewise occur, but the only notable edit appears in line 12, where a question mark replaces a comma (“But I? – My bird to the kite I gave, and to the wolf my lamb!”). The addition of the question mark, however, significantly alters the function of this line. Whereas, in the original, Hervey presents a statement of fact, here, through punctuation, she emphasizes reader interaction. The line now focuses attention on the dialogue between the speaker and her readers, suggesting that the line responds to an audience-based query concerning the fate of Griselda’s children. Interestingly, Hervey’s edit aligns her story closely with Chaucer’s *Clerk’s Tale*. The increased connection between speaker and audience parallels the Ellesmere manuscript’s inclusion of an envoy, which Stephanie Trigg

describes as “a direct address to the audience,” one that increases audience interest in the tale. 29

More importantly, in “Griselda,” Hervey removes all vestiges of her protagonist’s reunion with her children by omitting entirely the second half of the earlier poem. This omission diminishes the narrative’s focus on the consequences of her wifely obedience, particularly those visited upon Griselda’s innocent children. The disturbing images of her young as damaged tendrils, and as vacant, loveless husks, disappear, as does Griselda’s despairing declaration that she reads her guilt in their faces. The absence of both lessens Griselda’s culpability and gives greater weight to the first part’s commentary on the male figures and their actions. It likewise diminishes any evocations of medieval and post-medieval Griselda stories in which reunion and resolution occur, along with audience expectations of such closure, and reminds readers that Hervey’s poem is unique.

Although the recast ending of the shorter poem renders Griselda’s loss a permanent one, it simultaneously moves away from the earlier poem’s lament for a grim existence toward an expression of spiritual salvation. In addition to shortening the poem, Hervey eliminates the original final stanza of the first part (lines 29–32) and rewrites the penultimate stanza, which now operates as the poem’s conclusion. While the last two lines of the stanza (27–28) remain the same and can still be read as Griselda’s lament for her inability to enter heaven in the afterlife, the first two lines problematize such a reading. The stanza now reads:

The lowly ant whom motherhood to earth unerring brings,
To Nature’s instinct blindly true, rends off her clay-bound wings;
But I, to whom a holier sense of higher gifts were given,
The wings that I have torn away had wafted me to heaven!
(25–28)

Hervey’s description of the ant’s wings as “clay-bound” (26) evokes biblical accounts of creation (in which God forms Adam and Eve out of dust) and renders the ant’s removal of her wings a similar act: it is the first step in procreation. 30 Further, her description of the “unerring” ant being brought “to earth” evokes the Immaculate Conception and the Virgin’s subsequent loss of her own child on the crucifix. In a single couplet, Hervey metaphorically links the ant to humanity, and, by extension, reinforces Griselda’s connection to the idealized medieval Marian figure. Such a move provides room for an understanding of Griselda’s death as ultimately redemptive. Despite her

29  Trigg, Congenial Souls, 80.
30  Specifically, it recalls Genesis 2.7: “And the Lord God formed man of the dust of the ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life; and man became a living soul.”
fears to the contrary, Griselda will ascend and enter heaven precisely because virtuous qualities (devotion, constancy, and obedience) inform her actions. She ultimately becomes, in death, the domestic angel.

In the second poem, then, Hervey maintains her emphasis on the female perspective and experience: Griselda condemns blind obedience in women to male authority; insists that wifey obedience conflicts with the responsibilities of motherhood; and questions the social structures that commodify the female body and existence. However, Hervey’s revisions create a tension within the narrative that previously did not exist, and that potentially undermines her criticism of patriarchal authority. The confirmation of loss and utter despair present in the original gives way to an expression of hope in final redemption. The initial poem’s emphasis on Griselda’s failures as a mother, which result in her inability to access heaven, now exists alongside revisions that align the protagonist’s behavior with the medieval pinnacle of female behavior. In short, the revised ending reinforces the social message that both versions so vehemently speak out against, that motherhood should be subservient to wifehood. “Griselda” is a strikingly different poem from its predecessor.

The use of a medieval narrative to give voice to discontent with contemporary circumstances was not uncommon in the nineteenth century. In fact, it features prominently in what Clare Broome Saunders identifies as a specifically “female” type of Victorian medievalism. In a period during which women who strayed outside of the domestic sphere were often seen as barbaric or even whorish, the vehicle of medievalism, through its historical distance, provided a reasonably safe space for social criticism. In this, Hervey practices a technique familiar to medieval writers, including Chaucer, who often sets his tales in “distant times and distant lands rather than fourteenth-century England.” Indeed, female writers of the late Romantic and Victorian periods frequently employed “medieval motifs, forms, and settings to enable them to comment on contemporary issues, such as war and gender roles, areas where women’s more open comment had often met with career-destroying censure.”

Griselda’s story, which remained popular in European countries in the post-medieval period, was particularly attractive to many Victorians, who valued its presentation of the ideal woman as a patient and obedient wife.

---

34 By the mid-nineteenth century Griselda was revered as a saint-like or angelic domestic figure, “the wife who courageously endures intolerable conditions.” See Reed, *Victorian Conventions*, 40. For a brief survey of the major nineteenth-century editions and adap-
In fact, the name “Griselda” carried considerable weight in the nineteenth century. Maria Edgeworth, for instance, demonstrated the social currency of Griselda’s figure when she named a novel, *The Modern Griselda: A Tale* (1805), and its protagonist after her, while three decades later the Austrian writer Baron Münch-Bellinghausen, under the pseudonym Friedrich Halm, reworked her story as a dramatic text. Versions of her story appeared frequently, sometimes serialized, in popular Victorian periodicals, many of which sold cheaply, “for a penny or a penny and a half.” For instance, in 1836, *Chambers’s Edinburgh Journal* published the prose “Tale of the Patient Griselda,” and a year later *Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine* printed “Griselda, The Clerk’s Tale,” with the subtitle “re-made from Chaucer.” Similarly, *The Penny Magazine* ran two series on Chaucer by John Saunders, “one on the pilgrims from the General Prologue in 1841 and another on the Canterbury Tales in 1845,” the latter of which included a three-part publication of the Clerks Tale. These serialized excerpts later appeared in Saunders’s popular two-volume *Canterbury Tales from Chaucer* (1845).

As a prolific and respected writer – Hervey had an expansive and financially successful literary career from her early twenties until her early seventies – and as a regular contributor to widely circulated venues such as *Chambers’s*
Edinburgh Journal and The Penny Magazine, Hervey likely encountered many periodical versions of Griselda’s story.⁴⁰ As a mother (Hervey’s son, Frederic James Hervey, was born in 1845), she also probably knew other incarnations of the tale directed toward child readers, such as those by Clarke. Further, as the wife of T. K. Hervey, the recently appointed editor of The Athenaeum, Hervey likely encountered Saunders’s serialized excerpts and his subsequent two-volume edition, as well as the lukewarm review the latter received in The Athenaeum.⁴¹

It is also possible that Saunders’s commentary on Chaucer’s treatment of Griselda provided an impetus for Hervey’s own adaptations. In his “Remarks on the Clerk’s Tale,” Saunders praises Chaucer’s version of the story, stating that the medieval poet, “while apparently making little or no attempt to show the state of Grisilde’s feelings, is in truth constantly revealing depth beneath depth of the heart of this divine woman.”⁴² Although Saunders questions the moral nature of Walter’s testing of his wife, he purports that the aspects of the tale that might shock a contemporary audience (such as the husband’s tests) would not have shocked a medieval one, which, he suggests, would recognize the behaviors of both Griselda and her husband as characteristic of their roles within the feudal system. In Saunders’s opinion, Griselda, and her medieval audience, see her subjugation to Walter as “a mark of honour rather than humiliation” and as part of the “goodness” of the social system in which they existed.⁴³

Hervey’s reimagining of Griselda’s story speaks directly to these points. Her poems, like Chaucer’s, highlight the emotional state of the distraught mother, albeit in different ways, but most especially through the use of the female voice. Through their critique of patriarchal authority and social structures, they also provide a view of the relationship between Griselda and her husband that opposes the one put forth by Saunders, suggesting that his opinion – a male opinion – is inadequate as commentary upon the condition of the female and her experiences. Hervey’s poems highlight themes within

⁴⁰ Graham notes that the The Penny Magazine, established in 1832, “soon reached a circulation of 200,000 in weekly numbers and monthly parts.” English Literary Periodicals, 296 n. 1.

⁴¹ The reviewer, William Hepworth Dixon, writes:

Mr. Saunders has undertaken the, in our opinion, very needless – and certainly unprofitable – task of preparing an edition of the Canterbury Tales. […] We agree generally with Mr. Saunders that any attempt to improve a great work of Art must prove a failure, […] and we only wonder that the argument and the examples did not lead Mr. Saunders to carry the warning one step further” [i.e., to his own work].


⁴² Saunders, Canterbury Tales from Chaucer, 1.216.

⁴³ Saunders, Canterbury Tales from Chaucer, 1.217.
the medieval Griselda story that Saunders minimalizes in his commentary: the protagonist’s specific responses to marriage, motherhood, and the loss of her children. They also speak directly to the two basic assumptions out of which Victorian “domestic ideology” arose: “The first was that men would always use their domestic authority wisely; the second was that a wife would happily submit to her husband’s wishes.” Both of Hervey’s versions of Griselda’s story make it clear that these assumptions are untenable.

As a writer and as a woman, Hervey was not alone in her explorations of such social issues. Through her career and marriage, she participated in a wide and progressive literary circle that included prominent Victorians such as long-time and influential Secretary for the Royal Literary Fund, Octavian Blewitt (1810–84), and the well-known writer for *The Illustrated London News* and *The Times*, Charles Mackay (1814–89). Her connections to *The Athenaeum*, which, from the 1830s onward, was a well-established and prosperous literary journal that “exceeded, in circulation, any other similar paper,” no doubt directly influenced the concerns she expresses in


46 Letters between T. K. Hervey and Octavian Blewitt suggest that the two, and their wives, were quite friendly. Hervey addresses letters to Blewitt as “My dear Blewitt,” as opposed to the more common and more formal “My dear Sir,” and their exchanges reference social meetings and express warm wishes between the two families. See, for example, T. K. Hervey to The Secretary [Octavian Blewitt] of the Royal Literary Fund, 6 June 1848, 96 RLF 1/1207: 3, British Library. Correspondence exists as well between the Herveys and Charles Mackay, mostly in response to his requests to include some of their works in volumes he edited. Eleanor L. Hervey to Charles Mackay, 19 February 1857, and Thomas Kibble Hervey to Charles Mackay, 20 February 1857, RP 7536/1, British Library.

her adaptation of Griselda’s story. While in its early decades the publication maintained a “custom of strict neutrality in politics,” under the stewardship of T. K. Hervey it voiced “a lively interest in social reform movements” and published “paragraphs and short articles or editorial notes” on topics such as “prison reform, workmen’s housing, factory legislation, [and] the curbing of child labour.”

These interests represent only a portion of the social issues of the day, and their emphasis on disenfranchised or marginalized populations parallels closely the contemporary political reforms that emphasized women’s rights, including the Aggravated Assaults, or Women’s Protection, Act (1853), which increased fines and jail terms for individuals who assaulted women and children, and provided for women a modicum of protection from domestic abuse; the Divorce Act (1857), which granted women both a legal identity and the right to the property with which they entered their marriage; and the Married Women’s Property Acts (1870, 1874, 1882), which granted married women the rights to inherit property and to own the earnings they made from employment. The Athenaeum’s remarkably high level of female participation, which increased as the century progressed and was especially notable during T. K. Hervey’s editorship, suggests that such issues would be of interest not only to the journal’s readers, but also to its contributors.

“Griseldis, with her Children” is therefore a timely adaptation, and it is no surprise that it found a home in this prominent publication. The poet’s husband was the editor for almost a decade, and the publication welcomed female contributors. More importantly, the liberal political views that permeated The Athenaeum’s pages under T. K. Hervey’s editorship matched the progressive nature of the poem’s content. As one of the most widely circulating publications of the nineteenth century, The Athenaeum presented social issues to a sizable audience constituted primarily of adult, middle-class

48 Marchand, The Athenaeum, 77.
50 Marysa Demoor remarks that even though female contributions increased significantly in the latter part of the nineteenth century, they were still remarkable in the early and mid-decades, and she attributes to T. K. Hervey “the recruitment of possibly the most prolific woman reviewer of the middle decades of the century: Geraldine Jewsbury.” Demoor, Their Fair Share: Women, Power and Criticism in the Athenaeum, from Millicent Garrett Fawcett to Katherine Mansfield, 1870–1920 (Burlington, VT: Ashgate, 2000), 1–2, 88.
Giving Voice to Griselda

Hervey’s primarily adult and progressively minded readers would not be unfamiliar with or unused to the critique of the cultural and social hegemonies that her first version of the Griselda story articulates. The shifts in tone and message between “Griseldis, with her Children” and “Griselda,” coupled with Hervey’s inclusion of the latter poem in her volume Our Legends and Lives, suggests that she envisioned a different audience and more didactic purpose for the revised poem than for the original. Her description of this collection of poems as a book “Especially Offered / to a Son / by his Mother” identifies her son as the initial audience. Indeed, advertisements for the volume’s publication coincide with Frederic’s birthday. Although in 1869 he was twenty-four, his age does not preclude him from being viewed by his mother as a child reader worthy of instruction. The two remained close throughout Hervey’s life, a bond likely strengthened by her widowhood, and Frederic, who never married, lodged with his mother until her death in 1903. A gift book aimed at child readers was also a lucrative endeavor for the widowed Hervey, as the genre remained popular throughout the century. Hervey’s additional identification of the volume as “a Gift for All,” however, anticipates a wider audience than just her son or other children. Families frequently engaged in shared reading practices in the domestic sphere, and adults, as the income earners, were considered the primary consumers of the gift-book genre. More specifically, middle-class female consumers were considered the target market for these highly ornamental material objects. The ornamental nature and female readership of these volumes, though, did not lessen their didactic message. As Frederick W. Faxon notes, while these volumes “might ornament the drawing-room

51 Most Victorian periodicals were “literary reviews or magazines oriented to a general adult readership,” according to Anne H. Lundin, in “Victorian Horizons: The Reception of Children’s Books in England and America, 1880–1900,” Library Quarterly 64.1 (Jan. 1994): 30–59 (33).

52 Advertisements for the forthcoming volume appeared shortly after Frederic’s birthday (11 March) in the Sheffield Daily Telegraph and the Bath Chronicle and Weekly Gazette. The Examiner, approximately two months later, includes the publication under “Books Received.” Sheffield Daily Telegraph, 17 March 1869, 4d; Bath Chronicle and Weekly Gazette, 18 March 1869, 6e; The Examiner, 22 May 1869, 12c.

53 Census documents list Frederic as residing with his mother in 1861, 1871, 1881, and 1901. It seems safe to assume that he lodged with her until her death, which was only two years after the 1901 census. Census Returns of England and Wales, The National Archives of the UK (TNA): Public Records Office (PRO), RG 9 PN 591; RG 10 PN 995; RG 11 PN 1117; and RG 13 PN 959.

54 Lundin, “Victorian Horizons,” 34.

that, they were to present content that was simultaneously aesthetically pleasing and socially conservative.

Hervey’s revisions of her Griselda story thus fit its movement from a politically minded newspaper to a more conservative and didactic medium. Although Hervey did not entirely erase the harsh criticisms of the 1850 poem in its later form, she reduced much of the disturbing imagery, especially the material that describes the lifeless and loveless forms of the speaker’s children, which might be upsetting to younger readers. The new ending in which Griselda’s wifely obedience is rewarded renders the poem less radical to its audience and reinforces the socially normative expectations of obedience in women and children common in other gift books. While the revised poem still voices criticism of patriarchal systems and figures, and questions whether women should be as blindly obedient as Griselda, it suggests that they should strive toward wifely obedience. The message of the 1869 poem is therefore more suitable for the genre with which it is associated.

Significant changes in Hervey’s personal situation also provide insight as to why she would revise and republish her poem. “Griseldis, with her Children” appeared during the early decades of Hervey’s career, when she had considerable renown, especially as a writer for children. Her Juvenile Calendar and Zodiac of Flowers, for example, published the same year as her first Griselda poem and richly decorated by famous Punch illustrator Richard Doyle, received acclaim as a “dainty and delicate child’s book” and earned the poet, according to one reviewer, a status equal to that of famous children’s writer Mary Howitt (1799–1888). In the early decades of her career, then, Hervey’s reputation, along with her literary connections, particularly those that arose from her marriage, provided a modicum of freedom to express progressive, even radical social commentary. Widowhood, however, limited this freedom as she now depended upon the income she derived from writing as a means by which to support herself and her son. Hervey could not risk her reputation, especially as her status as a female writer had already been questioned in the public realm. In 1837, the poet and journalist Leigh Hunt included Hervey in his satirical account of female writers, “Blue Stocking Revels; or, The Feasts of the Violets.” Although Hunt remarks that Montagu (Hervey) “hath merit” and “the right inward spirit,” his inclusion of her within this satirical poem potentially undermines her authority and position as a female writer.

56  Faxon, Literary Annuals and Gift Books, xxi.
57  “The Juvenile Calendar; or, Zodiac of Flowers: a Gift Book,” The Athenaeum 1156 (22 December 1849): 1303b. Mary Howitt is the author of one of the most famous children’s poems, “The Spider and the Fly” (1829).
writer. Yes, Hervey was a prolific writer, and, yes, she was popular, but by Victorian standards she was still a woman engaging in what many considered unseemly (public) behavior. Her work, although produced under “conditions of pressing need,” still needed to adhere to certain social conventions in order to be acceptable and therefore profitable.

The financial pressures of widowhood had an additional influence on Hervey’s poetic revisions. Our Legends and Lives, the volume in which “Griselda” appears, marks two crucial moments in Hervey’s career. First, with this volume, Hervey alters her literary identifier, her byline. In the early years of her career, when she established herself as a poet, Hervey published under her full forename and maiden surname, Eleanora Louisa Montagu. Once married, and during the first decade of widowhood, she primarily published as “Mrs. T. K. Hervey,” highlighting and presumably garnering some authority from her connection to a prominent male literary figure. Yet the Preface and byline to Our Legends and Lives suggests that by 1869 full identification with her deceased husband was no longer advantageous. Hervey retained her married surname, but reverted to her full forename, and, for the remainder of her career, she published as “Eleanora Louisa Hervey,” firmly reconnecting herself and her later works to her reputation and corpus prior to marriage.

The opening pages of Our Legends and Lives also shed light on Hervey’s decision to revise her byline. In the Preface, she voices specific concerns over the unauthorized circulation of her poems, which, for a writer dependent upon the income earned from such works, is of paramount importance. The collection includes, she explains, selections from “leading periodicals – several of such poems having, moreover, been pirated to include among the contents of Christmas gift-books.” Hervey counters the pirated circulation of her works and re-establishes her authorial position by compiling a gift book of her own. In short, she reclaims her poetic works from those who have usurped and benefited from them. She reaffirms her ownership over the volume’s contents by highlighting that it includes, alongside the already known poems, “some new lyrics and legends.”

59 Hervey is a perfect example of Gilbert and Gubar’s point, “For though literature by women was not encouraged, it was generally understood in the nineteenth century that under certain conditions of pressing need a woman might have to live by her pen. […] A talented but impoverished woman might in fact have to rescue herself, and maybe even her whole starving family, by writing novels.” The Madwoman in the Attic, 545.
61 Hervey, Preface, Our Legends and Lives.
a new experience as they peruse her gift book’s pages, one with guaranteed authorial intent. This new experience, of course, extends to her Griselda poem, and, interestingly, while she tones down the politics of the second poem, her bold assertions of authorial control evoke the potentially subversive content of both the 1850 and 1869 versions, creating a parallel between herself and her protagonist. Hervey, like her Griselda figure, speaks out against patriarchal structures that subordinate women to men.

Overall, then, Hervey’s poems can be read as an expression of dissatisfaction with the contemporary social roles women were expected to fulfill and with the social systems that entrenched these roles. Additionally, her choice to reshape the Griselda story from the female perspective, along with its harsh criticisms of patriarchal systems, can be read as one female writer’s dissatisfaction with the nineteenth-century adaptations and editions that perpetuated problematic content from the medieval versions of the story, including Chaucer’s *Clerk’s Tale*. By rejecting the traditional framework of the male narrator or interlocutor, Hervey gives voice to Griselda. She presents a radical new version of the story, one that demonstrates how this medieval figure can be employed in post-medieval periods to render female experiences and female emotions equal to, perhaps even more important than, male authority.
Eleanora L. Hervey,  
“Griseldis, with her Children,”  
*The Athenaeum* 1179 (1 June 1850): 583.

Griseldis,  
The Childless.

Sound, sound again the muffled bell, – toll for another dead,  
And heap – heap high the coals of fire – not ashes – on my head!  
Ye have mocked me with my patience; – let no more such incense rise.  
For here, of women most accursed, the lost Griseldis lies!

I was a shepherd’s daughter, and I used to watch the fold  
At eve beside a little cairn upon a lonely wold;  
And I wept to see the new-yeaned lambs how close they lay at rest  
’Neath the parent breath that fanned them like a soft wind from the west.

O motherhood is strong as life, – and strongest in the least,  
It findeth out sweet channels in the poor four-footed beast;  
She giveth suck to the strange kid if it waileth for its dam, –  
But I, my bird to the kite I gave and to the wolf my lamb.

He came – he stopped: – he saw me with the pitcher in my hand,  
(No cool draught, since, these parching lips have touched in all the land);  
Alas! I took him for my lord, – my father clutched his gold, –  
And I left the young sheep bleating and the cottage by the fold.

Then, years drew on, – the darkest ever womanhood beheld,  
When the shaft of love was shivered, and the shriek of anguish quelled:  
I sometimes think my brain swan round in that deep sorrow-flood, –  
But I have vowed obedience, and the bond was sealed – in blood!

My darlings! shall I dare to seek the eyes ye turn away  
In those pasture-lands that lie afar in the purpling of God’s day?  
There, angels true to motherhood, whose robes are God’s own light,  
Would meet my step on heaven’s floor, and shut me from your sight.
The Ant, that airiest thing that haunts the meadow’s circling rings,
To do her mother-task assigned rends off her very wings, –
But I, to whom a holier sense and higher gifts were given,
The wings that I have torn away had wafted me to heaven.

Oh! dear ones, ye that nestled once so closely to my breast, –
Close round me now in spirit while I yield me to my rest;
Kiss – clasp me, if ye may, – that I may feel at last in death
The phantom of that joy which died when ye gave up your breath!

Griseldis,
With her Children.

O memory, O memory! – what shadowy forms are here,
With eyes so cold and passionless and lids without a tear?
Like the face that in my bridal hour I turned upon their sire,
Beside an altar’s ashes pale in which there lived no fire!

Do I dream? – are these my children? – does the ground wheron I tread
Yet echo to the footsteps I only should have led?
Draw nearer – clasp me round: – alas! your arms how loose they twine,
Like tendrils long since riven from a crushed and trampled vine.

My buds! – whose first unfolding bloom these eyes have never seen,
I cannot paint ye as ye were, – for the blank that lies between;
And my face is to your gazing like the faces in the stone –
For ye may not trace its fondness in the days that ye have known.

Your glances say, I slew you; and alas! ye seem to stand
All shrinking and in horror – though no blood is on my hand; –
There may be other pangs as keen from which no power can save,
But these are as sharp thorns to bind the turf upon my grave.

Is this the meeting love should crown? – Is this the joy ye bring?
Then, life hath no more sweetness left and death has no more sting;
And the years that we have cast behind, and the hours that lie beyond,
Time’s hand shall mark as blotted scrolls in Nature’s broken bond.

Yet, once again embrace me: – though Love’s fruit may never set,
The blossoms and the stricken tree shall grow together yet;
And the sweets that failed me living shall cleave to me in my fall,
As the bind-flower to the bramble and the moss-root to the wall.
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Sound, sound once more the muffled bell: toll for another dead;
And heap, – heap high, the coals of fire, not ashes, on my head!
Ye have mocked me with my patience: let no more such incense rise;
For here, of women most accursed, the lost Griselda lies!

I was a shepherd’s daughter; and I used to watch the fold
At eve beside a little cairn upon a lonely wold;
And I wept to see the new-yeaned lambs how close they lay at rest
’Neath the parent breath that fanned them like a soft wind from the west.

O! motherhood is strong as life; and strongest in the least:
It findeth out sweet channels in the poor four-footed beast.
She giveth suck to the strange kid if it waileth for its dam:
But I? – My bird to the kite I gave, and to the wolf my lamb!

He came; – he stopped: he saw me with the pitcher in my hand.
No cool draught since, these parching lips have touched in all the land!
Alas! I took him for my lord: my father clutched his gold;
And I left the young sheep bleating, and the cottage by the wold.

Then years drew on, the darkest ever womanhood beheld,
When the shaft of love was shivered, and the shriek of anguish quelled.
I sometimes think my brain swam round in that deep sorrow-flood:
But I had vowed obedience; and the bond was sealed – in blood!

My darlings! shall I dare to seek the eyes ye turn away
In those pasture-lands that lie afar in the purpling of God’s day?
There angels true to motherhood, whose robes are God’s own light,
Will meet my step on heaven’s floor and bar me from your sight.
The lowly ant whom motherhood to earth unerring brings,
To Nature’s instinct blindly true, rends off her clay-bound wings;
But I, to whom a holier sense of higher gifts were given,
The wings that I have torn away had wafted me to heaven!